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Introduction 

In this book I am talking about silence: a:-: 
to�y activity. In fact an absurd enterp:--:s. 
pomt to an experience of silence and e:-. 
silence for ourselves rather than just thrn� 
lt. 

The emphasis on the priority of expe:;e 
of John Main's teaching and.the growing i:-. 
has had around the world since his dea::-: 
years earlier, in 1977, John Main had foe.:: 
Priory of Montreal, a communit'1· of r:-: = 
centred on the practice of meditation ir. c:: 
and committed to sharing it with Christia:: 
faiths or of no faith. 

An essential feature of this comrnum:·. 
groups that came to meet at the priory o� 
a talk on meditation and then to medita,e 
tice has continued, and the chapters cf : 
from talks given to people who have ,:o:: 
after their day's work. Immediately afte· 
the experience of meditation togethe� 
silence. 

Many modern people have a spiritua: 
silence, for interiority, and for prayer :� .. 
way as the material needs of the develo: 
unless the spiritual health of the afflue:-'.: 
spiritual experience they will be unable :c 
sion from which the love of peace and :1.:s 
people need a way to return to this hea::�. 
new and old: a traditional way that mee: 
are. 

John Main's rediscovery and deve!c;::: 
tradition of meditation, and his insigh: :.:-.' 
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